SPEAKER FEEDBACK FORM FOR EVENTS HOSTS

Please complete this after the event and email it to SPEAKERS@IWGS.ORG

Your name: __________________________________________________________

Your group’s name: ___________________________________________________

Your contact email: ____________________________________________________

The name of the speaker: _____________________________________________

The presentation title: _________________________________________________

The date of the presentation: ___________________________________________

The place of the presentation: __________________________________________

To help us monitor how our listed speakers are doing, please tell us how you rate the following elements

Communication before the event: Very Good / Good / Acceptable / Poor

Engagement of the audience: Very Good / Good / Acceptable / Poor

Content of the presentation: Very Good / Good / Acceptable / Poor

How well the talk title matched what was delivered: Very Well / Well / Acceptably / Poorly

Would you recommend this speaker to other groups? Yes / No

Any other comments?

Thank you for your feedback
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